faa faasteam faasafety gov safer skies through - thousands of aviation safety seminars take place annually around the nation find one near you, activities courses seminars webinars courses faa - enhance your aviation training experience by enrolling in one of our online training courses courses can be completed in multiple sessions so don t worry, safety the foundation of everything we do - at faa what drives us through everything we do is our mission to provide the safest most efficient aerospace system in the world we continually , faa hotline reporting form - the faa hotline accepts reports concerning the safety of the national airspace system violation of a federal aviation regulation title 14 cfr aviation safety, runway safety federal aviation administration - runway safety embodies a safe flight both at its start and at its conclusion it continues to be one of the faa s highest priorities and encompasses, faa human factors division - the human factors division ang c1 human factors provides scientific and technical support for the civil aviation human factors research program and for human, obstruction evaluation airport airspace analysis oe aaa - in administering title 14 of the code of federal regulations 14 cfr part 77 the prime objectives of the faa are to promote air safety, did the faa outsource air safety to boeing and other - congress and outside groups are calling attention to a system that puts private workers into faa inspection roles while they stay on a company payroll, 737 max faa boeing issue safety updates usatoday com - the moves by boeing and the faa follow the oct 29 crash of a two month old lion air boeing 737 max jet taking off from jakarta indonesia